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How did those enormous dinosaur skeletons get inside the museum?Long ago, dinosaurs ruled the

Earth. Then, suddenly, they died out. For thousands of years, no one knew these giant creatures

had ever existed. Then people began finding fossilsÃ¢â‚¬â€•bones and teeth and footprints that had

turned to stone. Today, teams of experts work together to dig dinosaur fossils out of the ground,

bone by fragile bone. Then they put the skeletons together again inside museums, to look just like

the dinosaurs of millions of years ago.
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PreSchool-Grade 2The most notable change in this revision is the pictures: bright cray on-colored

drawings have replaced the drab gray and green illustrations of the earlier edition. The hand-lettered

cap tions and the dialogue in balloons have been slightly enlarged, making them easier to read.

Textual changes are slight; Brontosaurus is now called Apa tosaurus, and some pages have been

combined to streamline the book. Al though the 1981 edition already depict ed both men and

women and people of diverse ethnic backgrounds, it's nice to be greeted by a smiling female paleon

tologist on the cover of the new edition. There's not much new information here, but the packaging

is certainly more timely and appealing.Cathryn A. Camper, Minneapolis Public Li braryCopyright



1989 Reed Business Information, Inc.

With more than 60 fiction and nonfiction titles for children to her credit, Aliki has been delighting her

many fans since her first book was published in 1960. Born in New Jersey, she now lives in New

York City.Aliki's books for young readers include the Let's-Read-and-Find-Out titles Digging Up

Dinosaurs, Fossils Tell of Long Ago, My Feet, and My Hands. Other nonfiction books by Aliki

include How a Book Is Made, Mummies Made in Egypt, My Visit to the Aquarium, My Visit to the

Dinosaurs, My Visit to the Zoo, Wild and Woolly Mammoths, and William Shakespeare & the

Globe.With more than 60 fiction and nonfiction titles for children to her credit, Aliki has been

delighting her many fans since her first book was published in 1960. Born in New Jersey, she now

lives in New York City.Aliki's books for young readers include the Let's-Read-and-Find-Out titles

Digging Up Dinosaurs, Fossils Tell of Long Ago, My Feet, and My Hands. Other nonfiction books by

Aliki include How a Book Is Made, Mummies Made in Egypt, My Visit to the Aquarium, My Visit to

the Dinosaurs, My Visit to the Zoo, Wild and Woolly Mammoths, and William Shakespeare & the

Globe.

Hopefully Netflix or some other tv/movie streaming service will one day offer episodes of classic tv

shows like the children's show I loved since the summer of 1983 when it first debuted, Reading

Rainbow. Like millions of other children, this show opened my eyes to a world of reading. Read this

book then go find the episode that goes with it. I am lucky enough to live in a city with a library that

offers almost every episode on DVD. If I had kids, I would encourage them to read all my favorite

RR books and watch the corresponding episodes through whatever medium our currently

technology offers.

Aliki is one of the best writers for children. She writes in a clear and easy style at the same time

never talking down to her young audience. The illustrations are realistic, as I believe they should be

in a non-fiction book on a scientific subject. My son has several of her books and they have inspired

him to visit the zoo, the museum, and the aquarium, and have kept these places alive in his mind

between visits.

Amazing series about science topics for young children. It explains concepts shied away from in

other series' without being too difficult for young children.



The young scientist has enjoyed immensly.

Another Christmas gift for my grandson. He will love it. He's only 9 but already planning on being a

paleontologist when he grows up and know all the facts about Dinosaurs. This book showed how

many people it takes and what jobs them do to dig up the bones and display them in the museums.

Very Interesting!

great book

My kids like books about dinosaurs and fossils so this was great

Enjoyed reading with grandson.
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